
YEAR 8 English Assessment 2:   Response to TEXT   

Context ESCAPE ROOM  

Assessment Due Week 7 (Done in class 5 sessions) 

In this assessment you will have watched the movie “Unstoppable”. This true story revolves around 
a series of decisions that allows a person to problem solve and escape Disaster by using wit and 
problem solving information. 

This links to our context of ESCAPE ROOM and I will provide you with the main message/idea of 
Courage, Strength, Problem Solving Abilities and Quick Thinking Skills.   

You will be asked to identify  how this main idea is supported by visual and verbal techniques. You 
will link the main idea to our context and unpack techniques studied from this Visual Text. 

In this assessment I will be evaluating your ability to:

• Identify how the film maker uses the main idea to support his message with visual and 
verbal techniques.

• Identify at least one verbal and two visual features with effect to support the main idea or 
message 

• Write an explanatory essay in a style which is appropriate to audience and purpose.

 

You need to:

• carefully watch the movie and link the main message / idea and to our context.

• identify two visual and one verbal feature in the movie that supports the main idea

• write five paragraphs (each at least 200 words each) in an explanatory essay using the 
SEXY / PEEL writing structure. 

• Paragraph One ....How is the main idea (supplied above) linked to our context. 

• Paragraph Two.... The visual technique used by the director is .....and this supports the main 
idea by ......

• Paragraph Three... Another visual technique used that supported the main idea was .....

• Paragraph Four....A verbal technique used was ...refer to music type, Tempo, Pitch etc 

• Paragraph Five In conclusion we can sum up by .........

• you would need to us the SEXY / PEEL  Structure in each paragraph.



Know’s 

KNOW: A text may have more than one purpose. Knowing about who created the text, and when and

where, helps us understand its purpose or purposes.

KNOW: A text may have more than one audience. An audience’s context influences its interpretations of

the text.

KNOW: Structural elements can be arranged for deliberate effect to build up meaning across a text.

KNOW: How language features are used varies across time, place, and social contexts. Recognising this

variation helps us analyse social roles, relationships, and power.

Learning intentions:

 We are DOING an essay by responding to a visual text by organising my own text so that my

structures support my purpose/ meaning

 We are DOING an essay by revising and editing and proofreading the text to check the grammar,

spelling, and punctuation

 We are DOING an essay that supports the main message by choosing language that is appropriate to the topic, 
audience, and purpose.


